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Human Right to water and sanitation in developing
countries: risks and opportunities for the Water
Utilities sector
In July 2010, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly adopted Resolution 64/292 that
explicitly recognises the human right to water and sanitation and acknowledges that clean
drinking water and sanitation are essential to the realisation of all human rights1. Despite
the non-binding character of this resolution, stakeholders appreciated the symbolic value
of the adoption, paving the way towards the universal access to water and sanitation.
The 6th World Water Forum that took place in Marseille (France) in March 2012, ended with
the endorsement by 130 national representatives of a Ministerial Declaration committing
countries to “accelerate the full implementation of the human rights obligations relating to
access to safe and clean drinking water and sanitation by all appropriate means”2.
Stakeholders regretted the absence of signatures on the declaration, as well as the nonbinding character of the statement3.
Three years after the adoption of the UN resolution, Vigeo’s sustainability focus intends to
present risks and opportunities linked to the impact of this new resolution on companies
within the water utility sector, as well as key findings from Vigeo Rating’s research.

Introduction
At the end of 2010, 89% of the world’s population had access to fresh drinking water
sources4, up from 76% in 1990. These results show that the 7th Millennium Development
Goal (MDG), set in 2000, has been reached (target of 88%) five years ahead of the 2015
deadline. However, some parts of the world still lag largely behind schedule. In particular,
Sub-Saharan Africa gathers 40% of the world population people without access to drinking
water5.
The UN stresses the fact that nearly 800 million people in the world still remained without
access to safe water in 2010, a figure that is forecasted to amount to 600 million in 20156.
On top of that, the United Nations announced that the MDG to improve basic sanitation will
not be reached until 2026 instead of 20157.
Although politics remains the first driver for change, this issue is a source of responsibility
and opportunity for private water utilities.
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Therefore, private water utilities would put

themselves at risk by hindering access to
water and sanitation when considering it a
human right.

the first resolution, expressed a set of
terms, Aquafed considers that the right to
water is good for business.
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Reputation vis-à-vis customers might be

where
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private water utilities companies do their

rather strong, especially in private utilities’
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Vigeo’s findings for the European water sector
In its 2011 SRI review of the European Water
Utilities

sector,

Vigeo
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water

companies’ approach towards promoting

more proactive on the access to water and
sanitation challenge.

access to water and sanitation in both

Leadership
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Half of the European water companies

developed and developing countries in the
company's products and services’ (CIN2.1) .
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assessed
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Implementation

Companies in the sector provided Vigeo

All UK-headquartered companies provide

on their management of the issue (average

international

behavioural differences between companies

and

being in the business interests of all water

with an overall reasonable level of assurance
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support
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Employees at Pennon and Severn Trent were
responsible for raising money and as such

those companies also dedicate employee
time. Both Suez Environnement and Veolia
Environnement have put in place water-

dedicated foundations. They notably enable
employees to participate in humanitarian

actions in developing countries or promote
transfer

of

know-how

and

stimulate

innovation. None of the companies analysed
appears to have implemented measures in
countries where they do not operate.

Results
Very

few

allegations

are

reported.

Therefore, the main room for improvement

concerns the identification and monitoring
of

relevant

quantitative

indicators

that

would allow to better assess utilities’ efforts

and progress in terms of providing access

to water and sanitation in areas where such
access was limited. For instance, Veolia
Water states that it had provided 2.6 million
more people with access to water and 1.3

million with access to sanitation over the
2008-2010 period.

Best practices
In 2008, Suez Environnement founded the

the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, founded

promote knowledge and know how (specific

supply

Water for all foundation that is designed to

training programmes), the stimulation of
innovation (support to pilot projects and
R&D

programmes),

accompany

uphold

humanitarian

or

dialogue,

urgent

operations carried out by NGOs or other
agencies

(projects'

assistance).

financing,

technical

In 2010, Veolia Water, in association with

the Grameen Veolia Water LTD in order to
poor

rural

populations

in

Bangladesh with drinking water at prices
levels adapted to customers’ contributory
capacities.

Veolia

works

with

local

authorities in countries where it operates to

develop new modes of access to water,
collective and secure, for those who cannot
get individual connection.

Controversies
Veolia Environnement is the only company

that it had prioritised "financially sound

regard to its approach towards access to

believes are not vulnerable customers from

identified that faced an NGO campaign with
water

and

sanitation

in

developing

countries. In a report issued in April 2011,

clients",

which

Food

&

Water

Europe

countries where water scarcity is critical,
and also allegedly added that "Africa is not

NGO Food & Water Europe reports that

a priority". With regard to this allegation,

greatest water access needs and as such is

strongly denounced this report but also that

Veolia allegedly avoids countries with the
in conflict with the human right to water.
Indeed,

in

2010

Veolia

Environnement

reportedly told Wall Street credit analysts
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Veolia Environnement informed Vigeo that it
as all private operators do, Veolia is looking
for financially sound clients.
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Disclaimer
All rights reserved. Reproduction and dissemination of material in this report for educational or
other non-commercial purposes are authorised without any prior written permission from Vigeo
provided the source is fully acknowledged. Reproduction of material in this report for resale or
other commercial purposes is strictly prohibited without written permission of Vigeo.
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